
Going beyond just investing...

HMFO offers a multi-dimensional and personalized 

approach to managing the financial life of affluent 

individuals, families, and privately-held business 

owners. Unlike traditional wealth management firms, 

HMFO's unique consulting process and ability to 

coordinate with other professionals, such as lawyers 

and accountants, allows us  to act as a Personal 

CFO to our clients.

We go beyond just investing 

by applying  a custom and 

comprehensive suite of 

services to effectively manage 

the specific needs of our 

families and business owners 

through a hands-on, in-depth, 

and holistic approach to 

wealth.

Personal CFO 
Services

215.238.0212 

HandwerkMFO.com 

ContactUs@HandwerkMFO.com 

Mail to: 

2293 Locust Drive, 

Lansdale, PA 19446

About Us 
Handwerk MFO is a multi family office servicing affluent individuals, families, and 

privately-held business owners in Philadelphia and surrounding counties. We proudly 

service a small, elite group of clients in order to have a truly meaningful impact on their 

lives. Through our "Addressing the Pink Elephant" program we offer insights, ideas 

from the industry, and emerging trends in a completely new take on managing wealth.



For Booking 
Infomation:

215.238.0212 

HandwerkMFO.com 

ContactUs@HandwerkMFO.com 

Mail to: 

2293 Locust Drive, 

Lansdale, PA 19446

Meet

Derrick

Handwerk,

Personal CFO
Derrick Handwerk is the managing

partner of Handwerk Multi Family Office.
He has owned, managed, and consulted for

privately-held businesses and medical practices
for over 25 years. He concentrates his business

on advising affluent families in areas of tax mitigation,
asset protection, estate planning, and charitable giving as

well as other advanced planning topics. Derrick works
closely with other consultants such as lawyers,

accountants, and family facilitators to help his clients
achieve desired outcomes in a completely new 

approach to managing wealth. 

Derrick has spoken at events and participated in panel discussions across 
industries. As a speaker he can offer seminars, workshops, keynote 
speaking, and breakout session presentations to aid personal and 
professional growth through study and practical application of advanced 
wealth management strategies. 


